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Cobb Agri is an independant agricultural merchant

We aim to provide the best advice on soil nutrition and fertiliser utilisation

SOIL SAMPLING

We sample over 3,500 fields annually and, through 
our unique record keeping and customised 
recommendations software (based on RB209), we 
provide individual fertiliser recommendations that 
are tailor made for the needs of the crop, soil and 
client.

LIQUID FERTILISER

We are the largest independent agent for liquid 
fertiliser in the region and were the first in the area 
to trial direct injection into potato ridges. The use 
of placed liquid fertilisers gives greater accuracy 
and availability of nutrient to the crop.

SOLID FERTILISER

We are agents for YARA, Origin and Bunn fertiliser 
as well as many other suppliers. We pride ourselves 
on sourcing the right products coupled with 
market advice. We supply a large range of specialist 
crop products with 24 hour collection available 
from our store.



FIBROPHOS

Fibrophos is a fantastic source of phosphate and 
potassium enriched with other trace elements. 
Commonly used in both the arable and grassland 
sector. With Fibrophos we guarantee to reduce your 
expenditure, increase your soil indices and reduce 
workload through contract spreading.

FOLIAR FEED

Our comprehensive tissue testing programme on 
cereals, potatoes and maize guarantees careful 
monitoring of levels of plant nutrient. Cost effective 
solutions are available to increase plant vigour and 
health during the critical growing stages.

LIME

We closely monitor pH and apply lime to many 
thousands of acres annually. Our dedicated 
contractor network ensure an accurate and 
efficient service. We are fanatical about product 
quality and performance.

We have wide ranging market intelligence and considerable purchasing power 

which allow us to provide competitive pricing to our clients



Cobb Agri are focused on soil nutrition. We start by making 
custom maps and soil sampling. We then monitor and advise 
growers on soil status. 

Through our unique record keeping and customised 
recommendation software (based on RB209) we provide individual 
fertiliser recommendations to suit the crop, soil and client.

All the data and the bespoke application maps we supply to clients 
will satisfy the various compliance requirements and assist in 
speedy and accurate applications.

Advice on market strategy and purchasing are all part of our 
service.

Please call us on 01981 259 995.


